3o6	PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPES
in reality it is seldom or never that these fundamental func-
tions are uniformly developed and correspondingly disposable
by the will. As a rule one or another function is in the
foreground, while the rest remain in the background, relatively
or quite undifferentiated. Thus there are many people
who restrict themselves to a simple perception of concrete
reality, without reflecting much about it, or taking into account
the feeling values involved. They bother themselves little
about the possibilities which lie hidden in a situation. Such
people I describe as sensation types. Others are exclusively
influenced by what they think, and simply cannot adapt
themselves to a situation which they cannot comprehend
intellectually. I term such people thinking types. Again
there are others who are guided in everything wholly by
their feelings. They merely ^sk themselves if something
is pleasant or the reverse, and orientate themselves by their
feeling impressions. These are the feeling types. Finally,
intuitives concern themselves neither with ideas nor with
feeling reactions, nor yet with the reality of things, but give
themselves up wholly to the lure of possibilities, and abandon,
every situation in which no further possibilities are scented.
Each one of these types presents a different kind of one-
sidedness, but one which is complicated in a peculiar way
with the generally extraverted and introverted attitudes.
Just because of this complication I was forced to mention
the existence of these function-types, and, bearing it in mind,
let us now return to the question outlined above, that is,
the one-sidedness of the extraverted and introverted attitudes.
This one-sidedness would indeed lead to a complete loss of
balance if it were not psychically compensated by an
unconscious counter-position. The investigation of the
unconscious has revealed the fact, that in the case of an
introvert, for example, there exists alongside, or rather
behind his conscious attitude, an unconscious extraverted
attitude which automatically compensates his conscious
one-sidedness*.

